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00:18 to: Rebecca Waters

Great job Anita!!
00:22 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

yes... thank you anita and merrolee for hosting!
00:54 to: Brock Cook

i have a feeling Clarissa Adriel is here :)
01:12 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

ooh yes I see another Clarissa there :D
01:16 to: Clarissa

RACED home from work - hello & happy OT fest everyone!!!
01:24 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

YAY!! So glad you are here :D
02:06 to: Clarissa

Two Clarissa's in the one room - there will be an explosion of awesome!!!
02:07 to: Ailsa

if I missed greeting you before then Hi and welcome :-)
02:18 to: Robert Pereira

Hi Two Clarissas!
02:20 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

haha!
02:23 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

:D
02:41 to: Dan Johnson

well done clarissa!
02:43 to: Brock Cook

Go Team24OT!
03:01 to: Helen OTUK

Go Team24OT! i second that!
03:11 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

you guys should get a standing ovation after everything is over!
03:29 to: Helen OTUK

lol ;)
03:36 to: Ailsa
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hi Merrolee
03:52 to: Clarissa

Anne-Le is an awesome OOFRAS member - the whole network is very proud!!!
04:08 to: Ailsa

welcome nancy
04:19 to: Brock Cook

rob u on twitter?
04:34 to: Clarissa

What a hero at 6am :)
04:36 to: Helen OTUK

Thank you Anne-Le
04:37 to: Ailsa

Catpet, hello
05:02 to: Brock Cook

bravo Anne-Le
05:48 to: Ailsa

welcome Nicola
05:58 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

no
05:58 to: Brock Cook

neg
05:58 to: Helen OTUK

Nope
05:59 to: Dan Johnson

no...
06:00 to: Rebecca Waters

no
06:00 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

nope
06:01 to: Sharlene (Ontario, Canada)

nope
06:05 to: Brock Cook

yep
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06:06 to: Dan Johnson

yes
06:06 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

now there you go
06:06 to: Helen OTUK

yep
06:07 to: Brock Cook

done
06:08 to: Sharlene (Ontario, Canada)

now I am!
06:09 to: Rebecca Waters

yes
06:14 to: Helen OTUK

it's on!
06:14 to: Nicola

i can see it
06:23 to: Dan Johnson

yes
07:09 to: Ailsa

hello there USC!!!!!!:-)
07:27 to: Brock Cook

no slide change
07:29 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

lol... just don't be confused with one of 2 USC's in the US... lol
07:30 to: Anita Hamilton

:P
07:48 to: Fiona, Perth

there's no slide change for me either
07:51 to: Brock Cook

hi Alisa lol
07:53 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

no slide change here
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08:00 to: Ailsa

hi Brock
08:08 to: Ailsa

problems with slides folks?
08:09 to: Brock Cook

how ya doin?
08:11 to: Helen OTUK

Changed now
08:15 to: Ailsa

nervous
08:20 to: Brock Cook

y nervous?
08:33 to: Ailsa

in charge of a computer!
08:47 to: Brock Cook

hahaha ull be fine! u nailed it yesterday :)
08:54 to: Ailsa

that was then
09:30 to: CatPet

Hello All
09:50 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

quite true... there are quite a bit of refugees from Vietnam keep on coming into Hong
Kong
10:09 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

and in the US, that would be people from Mexico
10:34 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

or of course... notably that could be some athletes from Cuba
11:23 to: Clarissa

Yes, there are displaced people in most countries OTs work in!
13:00 to: Dan Johnson

displaced people in every country... all relative and possibly transient displacement?
13:20 to: Robert Pereira

'Filling' population gaps in regional and rural areas with refugees is problematic due
to little systemic support
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14:41 to: Brock Cook

thought provoking Rob!
14:51 to: Anita Hamilton

Yes, it's like they are "spare parts"
15:13 to: Clarissa

@Dan, check out the UNHCR country profiles - see how many are displaced FROM
& TO any given country
15:19 to: Anita Hamilton

Yes
16:27 to: Clarissa

@Rob, it can work well, it can be a disaster, so occupational elements might just be
a big be a mediating factor. . .worthy of research!
16:36 to: Anita Hamilton

Ann-Le, am I on the right slide?
16:36 to: Ailsa

hi Pauline
16:42 to: Robert Pereira

"Developing potential and using it" through occupation. Love it Anne-Le
18:12 to: Clarissa

So true re structure; I know people who are still detained, switching day/night to
escape world and demands of interacting with people whilst so distressed
18:58 to: Ailsa

has this frozen for anyone?
19:07 to: CatPet

yes
19:08 to: petraschwab

yes
19:11 to: Anita Hamilton

is it back
19:13 to: Nicola

yes, back now
19:14 to: Anita Hamilton

it is here
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19:16 to: Brock Cook

is the video slowing it down?
19:19 to: Ailsa

ok think its catching up -let us know
19:49 to: Merrolee Penman

starting to get squirrel language so its catching up..
19:50 to: Robert Pereira

Much clearer
19:58 to: Brock Cook

beauty :)
20:19 to: Ailsa

:o
22:01 to: Ailsa

Anne-le do you want Anita to moveon the slides?
22:24 to: Merrolee Penman

Rob I'm moving to the next room in a couple of mins.. come when you are ready..."-)
23:04 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

(yay Rob, all the best!)
23:45 to: Robert Pereira

Great presentation so far Anne-Le. I look forward to watching the recording.
24:33 to: Clarissa

interpreters often end up displaced for their role with "the other side"
26:48 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

what do you mean by that Clarissa?
29:39 to: Clarissa

Eg An educated man in Afghanistan risks his life, and the life of his family to interpret
armed forces or UN. Troops & UN officials go home, but the bulls-eye on an
interpreter's head remains as far a
29:39 to: Clarissa

s extremists are concerned.
31:01 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

wow... that's quite something... very hard position indeed for these folks
31:52 to: Ailsa

do asylum seekers face the same issues in inner city venues?
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32:07 to: Nicola

Thanks very much for the great presentation.
32:21 to: Clarissa

Hi Anne-Le, Great presentation, thank you! I'd love to know how mainstream society
engages to create occupational opportunities. . .or not?
32:38 to: Ailsa

hi Laura we are just taking questions now
32:43 to: Clarissa

sorry, haven't configured mic!
32:57 to: Clarissa

(see above Q)
33:35 to: Anita Hamilton

We can't hear you Anne-Le
33:40 to: Anne-Le Morville

can we hear me now?
33:51 to: Anita Hamilton

yes
33:52 to: Clarissa

yes :)
34:53 to: Clarissa

thanks for that response
34:57 to: CatPet

Great Presentation...Good Night from USA.
35:23 to: Ailsa

good night America
35:46 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

well... I will still be going on in America... lol!
35:53 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

next presentation will be midnight for me
36:31 to: Ailsa

:( #Bill
36:52 to: Ailsa

hi Bridegette we are just taking questions now
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37:36 to: Sharlene (Ontario, Canada)

Thank you for such a fascinating presentation from a unique place! Goodnight! I'll
try to catch up with this later at lunchtime. (working tomorrow!)
37:36 to: Clarissa

Anne-Le, are they connected to the online world?
38:07 to: Ailsa

bye Sharlene
39:00 to: Clarissa

Wow, very isolated if they can't Skype their loved ones
39:17 to: Sharlene (Ontario, Canada)

bye!
40:02 to: Pauline USA

Thanks for the opportunity to review slides. Now some of presentation makes more
sense. Interesting thoughts and setting.
40:08 to: Ailsa

Hi Anne-Le - is there a porblem in Denmark when people leave rural areas and
move to inner cities? In the UK asylum seekers are ofetn 'dumped' in high rise
blocks which is very lonely and a huge occup
40:08 to: Ailsa

ational deprivation problem
40:14 to: Clarissa

In Australia, detainees on Naru have just been limited to 15min internet so they can't
get the word out about their off-shore detention. Choice between family or protest.
41:00 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

think in Hong Kong, it maybe worse... for vietnamese refugees who live in refugee
camps
41:10 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

though i can't verify for sure since i have never been to one
41:17 to: Clarissa

@Ailsa, this is true. People can get "lost". I have had men tell me that they miss the
social support and routine of detention.
41:44 to: Ailsa

:/ @Clarissa
41:45 to: Clarissa

@Bill, interesting! How "rural"/ far away would the camps be?
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42:40 to: Ailsa

Hi Agnes, we are just finishing off with questions now
42:58 to: Clarissa

Anne-Le, can the fellows access mainstream activities in the community like sport,
or local library etc?
43:48 to: Ailsa

Hi Carol we are just finishing off with questions now
43:49 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

Hi Carol!!
43:57 to: Helen OTUK

Hi Carol
44:07 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

that's a good question... I don't really know. I am looking up now
44:31 to: Carol Ross Cumbria UK

Hi I've popped in this session to make sure I can access ok. Hoping to join next
session.
44:39 to: Nicola

Have to leave now, thanks very much
44:49 to: Anita Hamilton

Bye
45:11 to: Clarissa

Thanks for painting the picture :)
45:18 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnamese_people_in_Hong_Kong
45:44 to: Dan Johnson

thanks
45:54 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

Thank you!!! And to Clarissa for her contribution
46:07 to: Emma Welsby

sorry
46:17 to: Emma Welsby

well done
46:27 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89
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awwwwwwww
46:31 to: najma adam

:)
46:42 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

GREAT job Merrolee and Anita and all the other moderators/hosts!!
46:56 to: Clarissa

Right back at you Clarissa ;)
47:27 to: Clarissa

Three cheers for Anne-Le for sharing your early morning with us!!!
47:33 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

:D
47:38 to: Ailsa

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-8
47:41 to: Dan Johnson

here here....
48:28 to: Anita Hamilton

signing off. Over to see Rob Pereira.
48:33 to: Ailsa

http://tinyurl.com/0t24vx2012-8

